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The tendencies



The Eurasian Economic Union

Participating countries:

Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan



Systems of customs authorities are directly connected with adoption of the Law of
the Russian Federation "About a customs tariff" and the Customs code of the Russian
Federation in 1993.

Old and updated customs codes of the Russian Federation in connection with
adoption of the Customs Code of the Customs Union has completely ceased to work
on 1st of October, 2011

Heads of states and government ratified about 40 international agreements which
created legal base of the Customs union in 2009. Since on 1 January , 2010 the
uniform customs space began the existence, and lost the power to the Russian
Federation .

Customs code of EAEU and customs code of Russian Federation



The new history

• 1999 - The State Customs Committee of the Russian 

Federation (The Customs Code of Russian         Federation)

• 2010 – The Customs Union (The Customs Code of the 

Customs Union)

• 2017 – The Customs Code of the EAEU

The official symbols of Russian 
Customs Service



Customs Code - 2017

Part I 
includes general concepts, terms and provisions relating to the 
regulation of customs relations. It includes 21 chapters or 149 
articles. They determine the order of mutual cooperation of customs 
authorities with others, the procedure for registration of customs 
statistics, information on documents of customs control, the 
procedure for determining customs duties and taxes, the rules for the 
implementation of customs control, etc .;

Part II 
reveals all the nuances of specific customs 
legal relations operating within the union. It 
defines the procedure for the provision of 
goods to the customs, their storage, 
destruction, declaration, all customs 
procedures.

373 articles:



• Transition to modern information 
technologies (electronic declarations)

• Documents for declaring goods will be 
required only if the control system of risks 
works. 

• The physical contact of participants of 
foreign economic activity with officials of 
customs authorities is minimized.

• Contains all information of any kind of 
goods and its passing through border.

The main changes in the Customs Code 
2017



• According to Customs code of EAEU granting the status of AEO
becomes stable in giving characteristics of three types. Each
characteristic distinguish a certain condition of its appropriation.

• According to Customs code of Customs union a declarant of goods
lays a claim to be granted with the status of AEO. And now not only
a declarant of goods can do that, but also bodies performing
activity in customs affairs, bodies actualizing activity in
warehousing.

Approved Economic Operator 



The changes in the concept of customs regulation:

• Supranational customs legislation

• A new philosophy of customs regulation

• Course on the codification of customs legislation

• The context of customs integration

• Integrated approach to the regulation of customs relations

• The features of tax legislation



To conclude: 

Modernization and improvement of the work of customs 

authorities in the field of customs clearance and customs 

control of goods and vehicles is necessary. This is achieved 

by planning and gradual implementation of legislative 

improvements in practice.



Thank you for your attention!


